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ABSTRACT
Linear response theory for the multiconfigurational short-range density functional theory (MC–srDFT) model is extended to triplet response
with a singlet reference wave function. The triplet linear response equations for MC–srDFT are derived for a general hybrid srGGA func-
tional and implemented in the Dalton program. Triplet excitation energies are benchmarked against the CC3 model of coupled cluster
theory and the complete-active-space second-order perturbation theory using three different short-range functionals (srLDA, srPBE, and
srPBE0), both with full linear response and employing the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation (gTDA). We find that using gTDA is
required for obtaining reliable triplet excitations; for the CAS–srPBE model, the mean absolute deviation decreases from 0.40 eV to 0.26 eV,
and for the CAS–srLDA model, it decreases from 0.29 eV to 0.21 eV. As expected, the CAS–srDFT model is found to be superior to the
HF–srDFT model when analyzing the calculated triplet excitations for molecules in the benchmark set where increased static correlation is
expected.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5119312., s

I. INTRODUCTION

A physically sound description of molecular systems occa-
sionally demands handling of multiple configurations.1 The most
commonly employed multiconfigurational scheme is the com-
plete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) procedure, often
employed in combination with the second-order perturbative cor-
rections as in complete-active-space second-order perturbation the-
ory (CASPT2)2,3 and n-electron valence state perturbation theory
(NEVPT2).4 The goal of the perturbation step is to recover dynam-
ical correlation, after initially obtaining a correct representation of
near-degeneracy and spin correlations in the zeroth-order CASSCF
wave function. However, even though progress has been made in
recent years with respect to computational efficiency, the multiref-
erence perturbation theory procedures are known to be computa-
tionally expensive.

A different strategy is to combine a multiconfigurational self-
consistent field (MCSCF) wave function with a tailored density

functional theory (DFT) functional to capitalize on the efficient
treatment of the (short-range) dynamical correlation by semilo-
cal DFT approximations. In turn, the DFT methods will benefit
from the ability of CASSCF or more general MCSCF models to
describe more complex multireference electronic structures and spin
states.

We are developing such a method,5–7 employing a range-
separation of the two-electron repulsion operator.8,9 The long-range
part is then described by an MCSCF wave function, whereas the
short-range part is described by a tailored short-range DFT func-
tional.10–14 For the common choice of CAS for the MCSCF part,
this becomes CAS–srDFT. The range-separation makes it easy to
avoid double counting of electron correlation, which is a general
issue when developing hybrid models of this kind. It should be
noted that a number of other combinations of wave function and
DFT have been developed,6,9,15–23 and many employ other means
than range-separation to avoid double counting of electron cor-
relation (a recent overview is given in Ref. 24). Work has also
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been done extending range-separated DFT into the formalism of
ensemble DFT in an effort to treat (near)-degenerate states.25,26

Among the various combinations of MCSCF and DFT, the
multiconfigurational short-range density functional theory (MC–
srDFT) method is the only method that has been extended
to calculations of electronic excitations through linear response
theory.21,22,27

Electronic excitation energies have been found to be more
sensitive to the choice of the electronic structure method than
calculations of ground state energies; hence, numerous methods
have been devised for this purpose. The most widespread methods
are without doubt variants of time-dependent density-functional
theory (TD-DFT),28–31 which for many systems can be employed
routinely. Other commonly used methods include the cheapest
ab initio methods: the second-order algebraic diagrammatic con-
struction model ADC(2)32 and the coupled cluster linear response
correct to second order CC2.33 The latter two methods offer, unlike
TD-DFT, a systematic means to improve excitation energies through
higher order ADC(n) and CCn expansions. Yet, both DFT and the
ADC and CC based methods work best for systems that are well
described by a single-reference wave function.34 A more general
solution is to employ a multiconfigurational method1 which also
can be employed for cases characterized by dense orbital manifolds
and several (near)-degenerate states, a scenario that often occurs for
electronically excited states. Moreover, it also allows for the descrip-
tion of states that are doubly excited with respect to the reference
configuration, which are not included in regular TD-DFT. We have
recently benchmarked MC–srLDA and MC–srPBE models for exci-
tations of singlet spin symmetry,35–37 but the performance for triplet
excitations has not been investigated since our linear response MC–
srDFT framework until now has been restricted to perturbations of
singlet spin symmetry. However, an electronic excitation can also
involve a spin-flip between a singlet ground state and a triplet spin-
state. The transitions to these spin-forbidden states are often not
observed due to their low intensity. Yet they remain important to
characterize; for instance, are triplet states key in photochemical
reactions involved in photodynamic theory for cancer treatments.38

To describe an excitation to a triplet state, the linear response frame-
work must be able to handle triplet excitation operators. On a more
general note, perturbations involving triplet excitation operators
in linear response theory also allow description of magnetic prop-
erties as the Fermi-contact and spin-dipole contributions to indi-
rect spin-spin couplings, but in this paper we focus on excitation
energies.

In this paper, we describe the theory and implementation of
triplet perturbation operators within a linear response framework
for MC–srDFT. As a first test of our novel implementation, we focus
on triplet excitation energies of simple organic systems, where lit-
erature data from high-quality ab initio methods are available for
comparison.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe
the necessary theory and implementation details for the exten-
sion of linear response MC–srDFT to triplet operators. Theory
and implementation for the singlet case has previously been pub-
lished.21 Next, we provide the computational details that were
employed for the test calculations (Sec. III), and in Sec. IV, we dis-
cuss the results. Finally, we give a brief conclusion and outlook in
Sec. V.

II. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION
We start by summarizing the multiconfigurational short-range

density functional theory (MC–srDFT) model and its extension to
response theory. In Subsection II B, the general working equations
for triplet linear response of a singlet MC–srDFT reference wave
function are derived. In Subsection II C, we give the explicit expres-
sions for the new terms needed for the implementation. Compared
to TD-DFT this is, in particular, the dependence of the density
on change in CI coefficients. Finally, in Subsection II D describe
the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approximation for a multiconfigu-
rational reference wave function, which we shall see is essential to
obtain good results for low-lying triplet excitations.

A. The MC–srDFT model
In the MC–srDFT framework, the total energy is the sum of

the long-range wave function and the short-range density-functional
theory contributions,

E(λ) = Elr,μ
(λ) + Esr,μ

(λ)

= ⟨Ψ(λ)∣Ĥlr,μ
∣Ψ(λ)⟩ + Esr,μ

H [ρC(r, λ)] + Esr,μ
xc [ξ(r, λ)], (1)

where λ denotes all the employed wave function parameters in the
variational determination of the wave function and the energy. For a
multiconfigurational wave function, these will be the nonredundant
changes in configuration coefficients ST = {Si} and the nonredun-
dant orbital rotation parameters κT = {κpq}, giving λT = (ST , κT).
For the wave function optimization, all nonsinglet and all nonto-
tally symmetric variables will be redundant. The long-range energy,
Elr,μ, in Eq. (1) is described by wave function theory (WFT) and the
short-range part, Esr,μ, is described by DFT, from here on denoted
as srDFT. The quantity ρC denotes the electron charge density while
ξ collects charge and spin densities and their corresponding gradi-
ents, which will be discussed in more detail below. The long-range
Hamiltonian is defined as

Ĥlr,μ
=∑

pq
hpqÊpq +

1
2 ∑pqrs

g lr,μ
pq,rsêpq,rs + VNN, (2)

where the singlet one- and two-electron operators have their usual
form, Êpq = â†

pαâqα + â†
pβâqβ and êpq ,rs = ÊpqÊrs − δqrÊps. The one-

electron part is equal to that of the regular Hamiltonian, while the
two-electron part only contains the long-range part in the two elec-
tron integrals g lr,μ

pq,rs = ⟨ϕpϕr ∣ĝ
lr,μ
∣ϕqϕs⟩. The range-separation of the

two-electron operator8,9

ĝ(ri, rj) = ĝ lr,μ
(ri, rj) + ĝsr,μ

(ri, rj)

=

erf(μ∣ri − rj∣)
∣ri − rj∣

+
1 − erf(μ∣ri − rj∣)

∣ri − rj∣
(3)

is here achieved with the error function, but other forms of
range-separation are also possible.9,39 The parameter μ is the
range-separation parameter and controls the extent of the range-
separation.

Let us now turn to the construction of the srDFT quantities
that depend on ξ = {ρC, ρS, γCC, γSS, γCS} for a generalized gradi-
ent approximation (GGA) functional. The individual quantities are
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described below. The charge and spin density operators associated
with ρC and ρS, respectively, can be formulated as40,41

ρ̂X(r) =∑
pq

Ωpq(r)ÔX
pq, X ∈ {C, S}, (4)

where Ωpq(r) = ϕ∗p (r)ϕq(r) is the overlap distribution. The asso-
ciated operators are the singlet and triplet one-electron operators,
respectively,

ÔC
pq ≡ Êpq = â

†
pαâqα + â†

pβâqβ, (5)

ÔS
pq ≡ T̂pq = â†

pαâqα − â
†
pβâqβ. (6)

The wave function dependency on the charge and spin densities can
then be described as follows:

ρX(r, λ) = ⟨Ψ(λ)∣ρ̂X(r)∣Ψ(λ)⟩ =∑
pq

Ωpq(r)DX
pq(λ), (7)

where DX
pq(λ) = ⟨Ψ(λ)∣ÔX

pq∣Ψ(λ)⟩ is the one-electron reduced
charge or spin density matrix for X = C or X = S, respectively. From
this expression, the density gradient terms needed for srGGA models
can easily be derived,

∇ρX(r, λ) =∑
pq
∇Ωpq(r)DX

pq(λ) (8)

and

γXY(r, λ) = ∇ρX(r, λ) ⋅ ∇ρY(r, λ) (9)

=

⎛

⎝
∑

pq
∇Ωpq(r)DX

pq(λ)
⎞

⎠

⋅ (∑

rs
∇Ωrs(r)DY

rs(λ)). (10)

We will here use the short-hand notation γCC, γSS, and γCS for the
GGA terms.

B. Triplet linear response for MC–srDFT
Triplet linear response equations have been published by Olsen

et al.42 for the pure MCSCF case and by Tunell et al.43 for the pure
Kohn-Sham DFT case. Here, we present the generalization to the
mixed MC–srDFT case. Linear response equations for MC–srDFT
have previously been derived for singlet perturbation operators on
the basis of Floquet theory.21 A short summary of the most impor-
tant points are given below. In the formalism of Floquet theory, a
periodic perturbation of the following form is applied:

V̂(t) =∑
x
∑

k∈[−N,N]
exp(iωkt)εx(ωk)V̂x, (11)

where ωk =
2πk
T is the frequency of the perturbing field, V̂x

= ∫ vx(r)ρ̂(r)dr, and εx is the perturbation strength. In the frame-
work of MC–srDFT, the time-dependent wave function can be
parameterized as

∣Ψ̃(t)⟩ = exp(iκ̂(t)) exp(iŜ(t))∣Ψ(t = 0)⟩. (12)

For the triplet case, the time-dependent orbital rotation operator and
the time-dependent state-transfer operator are defined as

κ̂(t) = ∑

l∈[−N,N]
exp(−iωlt)∑

p>q
(κpq(ωl)T̂pq + κ∗pq(−ωl)T̂

†
pq), (13)

Ŝ(t) = ∑

l∈[−N,N]
exp(−iωlt)∑

i
(Si(ωl)R̂i + S∗i (−ωl)R̂

†
i ), (14)

where the set of all triplet state-transfer operators R̂i = ∣i⟩⟨0∣ are
constructed from all triplet configurations ∣i⟩ included in the CI
specification. A Fourier component vector can be written for the
MC–srDFT wave function,

Λ(ωl) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

κpq(ωl)

Si(ωl)

κ∗pq(−ωl)

S∗i (−ωl)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

. (15)

The linear response equations can be defined by making a Taylor
expansion of the Fourier component vector and introducing the
quasienergy44,45 giving the following equation within the adiabatic
approximation for the srDFT part:

Qμ
[Ψ] =

1
T ∫

T/2

−T/2
⟨Ψ(t)∣Ĥlr,μ + V̂(t) − i

∂

∂t
∣Ψ(t)⟩dt

+
1
T ∫

T/2

−T/2
(Esr,μ

H [ρΨ(t)] + Esr,μ
xc [ρΨ(t)])dt. (16)

The linear response function can then be written as a second-order
total derivative of the quasienergy,44,45

d2Qμ
[Ψ]

dεx(ωl)dεy(ωk)
= 0, (17)

and the first order variation of the wave function can be found
by requiring that the quasienergy is stationary in Λ(ωk) at zero
perturbation strength,44–46

(
d

dεx(ωk)

∂Qμ

∂Λ†
(−ωl)

)∣

ε=0
= 0. (18)

Note that the quasienergy is also split into long- and short-range
contributions. Now following the derivation by Fromager et al.,21

the linear response equations in matrix form become

(E[2],μ − ωS[2],μ)Λ(ω) = iV[1],μx . (19)

Here, the triplet gradient property vector is defined as V[1],μx,j

= ∫ vx(r)ρ[1]j (r)dr, with the density gradient being (for a singlet
reference state where ρC contributions are zero)

(ρ[1](r))
T
= (⟨Ψ∣[T̂†

pq, ρ̂S]∣Ψ⟩, ⟨Ψ∣[R̂i, ρ̂S]∣Ψ⟩,

⟨Ψ∣[T̂pq, ρ̂S]∣Ψ⟩, ⟨Ψ∣[R̂†
i , ρ̂S]∣Ψ⟩). (20)

We can at this point note that the form of the triplet linear response
equations is similar to that of the singlet linear response equa-
tions; however, the density gradient is now constructed from triplet
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operators instead of singlet operators. Hence, we will also have
contributions from triplet operators in the Hessian, E[2]. We explic-
itly derive the expression for the Hessian below. However, it should
first be noted that for electronic excitation energies, which are the
objective in this work, the equation that needs to be solved is a spe-
cial case of the general linear response equation, corresponding to
identifying the poles of the linear response functions,

(E[2],μ − ωS[2],μ)Λ(ω) = 0. (21)

The Hessian, E[2], and the metric, S[2], are structured in the
following way:

E[2],μ = (
Aμ Bμ

Bμ∗ Aμ∗), S[2],μ = (
Σμ Δμ

−Δμ,∗
−Σμ,∗). (22)

The wave function contribution to matrices Aμ, Bμ, Σμ, and
Δμ for triplet linear response is as defined in Ref. 42, but utilizing
the MC–srDFT wave function instead of the MCSCF wave function.
The metric blocks Σμ and Δμ for MC–srDFT are constructed in the
same way as for regular MCSCF from the converged multiconfigura-
tional wave function. The triplet srDFT kernel contributions to the
matrices Aμ and Bμ are derived below for the combined effect of both
matrices. Since the MC–srDFT energy [Eq. (1)] is a sum of the long-
range and short-range contributions, the Hessian E[2],μ can also be
expressed as a sum of the long-range and short-range contributions,

E[2],μ = E[2],lr + E[2],sr. (23)

In order not to overburden the notation, we let μ be implicit
in the “lr” and “sr” designations. Note that the long-range part
E[2],lr is exactly the same as E[2] for regular MCSCF,47 except that
the two-electron integrals are replaced with the long-range ones.
Therefore, E[2],lr will not be further considered here. The short-range
part is divided into the Hartree (H) and exchange-correlation (xc)
contributions,

E[2],sr
ij =

∂2Esr
H

∂λj∂λi
+

∂2Esr
xc

∂λj∂λi
. (24)

For computational efficiency (and feasibility) of large scale cal-
culations, the Hessian is never explicitly constructed in our imple-
mentation. Instead, we extend the direct algorithm for the Hessian
matrix times a trial vector for MCSCF47 to MC–srDFT,

σn = E[2] bn = E[2],lr bn + E[2],sr bn = σlr,n + σsr,n, (25)

where the new part is the calculation of

⎛

⎝

σcsr,n

σosr,n

⎞

⎠

=

⎛

⎝

E[2],sr,cc E[2],sr,co

E[2],sr,oc E[2],sr,oo

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝

bcn
bon

⎞

⎠

. (26)

The superscripts c and o indicate the configuration and orbital
subsets of the wave function variables, respectively.

C. The short-range triplet Hessian contributions
for singlet reference states

The short-range Hartree part of the triplet Hessian is zero for a
singlet reference state, as explained below. The part associated with a

semilocal short-range exchange-correlation functional is analogous
to the expression in Kohn-Sham DFT,

E[2]sr
xc,ij = ∫

∂2esr
xc(ξ)

∂λj∂λi
dr, (27)

where the integration is done by numerical integration over a grid,
just as in Kohn-Sham DFT. The major difference is that we must also
consider the derivatives with respect to the configuration variables.
Applying the chain-rule yields two different types of terms because
of the nonlinearity of srDFT functionals,

∂2esr
xc(ξ)

∂λj∂λi
=∑

l
∑

k

∂2esr
xc(ξ)

∂ξl∂ξk
∂ξl
∂λj

∂ξk
∂λi

+∑
k

∂esr
xc(ξ)
∂ξk

∂2ξk
∂λj∂λi

. (28)

The linear transformation in Eq. (25) can now be expressed as

∑

j

∂2esr
xc

∂λj∂λi
bj =∑

j
[∑

l
∑

k

∂2esr
xc

∂ξl∂ξk
∂ξl
∂λj

∂ξk
∂λi

+∑
k

∂esr
xc

∂ξk
∂2ξk
∂λj∂λi

]bj

=∑

l
∑

k

∂2esr
xc

∂ξl∂ξk
∂ξk
∂λi

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂ξl
∂λj

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+∑
k

∂esr
xc

∂ξk

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂2ξk
∂λj∂λi

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (29)

In this work, triplet response is considered with respect to a sin-
glet reference wave function. Restricting ourselves to consider LDA
and GGA functionals, for a singlet reference calculation, it is easily
derived that the following quantities, which are all those with an odd
order dependency on the spin density variable S, must be equal to
zero:

ρS = 0, γSS = 0, γCS = 0,

∇ρS = 0,
∂esr

xc

∂ρS
= 0,

∂esr
xc

∂γCS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂ρC∂ρS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂γCC∂γCS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂γSS∂γCS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂ρC∂γCS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂ρS∂γSS
= 0,

∂2esr
xc

∂ρS∂γCC
= 0.

(30)

Moreover, we only need to consider the triplet part of Eq. (19),
since only triplet operators in the Hessian will lead to triplet proper-
ties in the response equations. This simplification again only occurs
since we restrict the reference to be a singlet wave function. Thus,
only terms involving triplet orbital operators T̂pq or triplet state
transfer operators R̂i need to be considered. This can now be used
to expand Eq. (29) as follows:

∑

j

∂2esr
xc

∂λi∂λj
bj =

∂2esr
xc

∂ρ2
S

∂ρS
∂λi

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂ρS
∂λj

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∂2esr

xc

∂ρS∂γCS
∂γCS
∂λi

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂ρS
∂λj

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∂2esr

xc

∂γ2
CS

∂γCS
∂λi

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂γCS
∂λj

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∂2esr

xc

∂γCS∂ρS
∂ρS
∂λi

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂γCS
∂λj

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∂esr

xc

∂γSS

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂2γSS
∂λj∂λi

bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

.

(31)
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All terms containing ∂2esr
xc

∂γSS∂ξ
∂γSS
∂λi

∂ξ
∂λj

are not included, since ∂γSS
∂λi

= 2∑pq
∂DS

pq

∂λi
(∇Ωpq ⋅ ∇ρS), and thus, all these terms are zero because

∇ρS = 0.
From this derivation, we can now see that because the Hartree

energy only depends on the charge density matrix DC
pq, one gets

∂2Esr
H

∂λj∂λi
= 0, and thus, it does not need to be considered any

further.
A key to an efficient implementation is the introduction of the

first order triplet densities and density gradients generated by the
trial vector,

ρ[b]S =∑
rs

Ωrs

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂DS
rs

∂λj
bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, (32)

∇ρ[b]S =∑
rs
∇Ωrs

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑

j

∂DS
rs

∂λj
bj
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (33)

Using these computational intermediates, we can rewrite the linear
transformation to its final general form, closely corresponding to our
implementation,

∑

j

∂2esr
xc

∂λj∂λi
bj =∑

pq
[
∂2esr

xc

∂ρ2
S
ρ[b]S Ωpq +

∂2esr
xc

∂ρS∂γCS
ρ[b]S (∇ρC ⋅ ∇Ωpq)

+
∂2esr

xc

∂γ2
CS
(∇ρC ⋅ ∇ρ[b]S )(∇ρC ⋅ ∇Ωpq) +

∂2esr
xc

∂γCS∂ρS

× (∇ρ[b]S ⋅ ∇ρC)Ωpq + 2
∂esr

xc

∂γSS
(∇ρ[b]S ⋅ ∇Ωpq)]

∂DS
pq

∂λi
.

(34)

Now, the four specific cases of contributions to the σ-vector in

Eq. (26) can be derived by using σi = ∑j
∂2Esr

xc
∂λi∂λj

bj = ∫[∑j
∂2esr

xc
∂λi∂λj

bj]dr.

Following the derivation of Hedegård et al.7 and using the same
notation, the four types of σ-vector contributions can be found to
be

σcsrxc,i =∑
j

∂2Esr
xc

∂Sj∂Si
bcj = 2⟨i∣V̂S,[1c]

srxc ∣0⟩ − 2ci⟨0∣V̂S,[1c]
srxc ∣0⟩, (35)

σcsrxc,pq =∑
j

∂2Esr
xc

∂Sj∂κpq
bcj = ⟨0∣[Êpq, V̂S,[1c]

srxc ]∣0⟩, (36)

σosrxc,i =∑
r>s

∂2Esr
xc

∂κrs∂Si
bors = 2⟨i∣V̂S,[1o]

srxc ∣0⟩ − 2ci⟨0∣V̂S,[1o]
srxc ∣0⟩, (37)

σosrxc,pq =∑
r>s

∂2Esr
xc

∂κrs∂κpq
bors = ⟨0∣[Êpq, V̂S,[1o]

srxc ]∣0⟩. (38)

Here, the effective triplet potential operators V̂S,[1λ]
srxc

= ∑pq V
S,[1λ]
srxc,pq T̂pq have been introduced. In the case of triplet linear

response for a singlet reference wave function, the matrix elements

to be calculated in the srDFT module of the implementation become
(λ restricted to either configurational c or orbital o variables)

VS,[1λ]
srxc,pq = ∫ ∑

rs
[
∂2esr

xc

∂2ρS
ΩrsΩpq +

∂2esr
xc

∂ρS∂γCS
Ωrs(∇Ωpq ⋅ ∇ρC)

+
∂2esr

xc

∂2γCS
(∇Ωrs ⋅ ∇ρC)(∇Ωpq ⋅ ∇ρC) +

∂2esr
xc

∂γCS∂ρS

× (∇Ωrs ⋅ ∇ρC)Ωpq + 2
∂esr

xc

∂γSS
(∇Ωrs ⋅ ∇Ωpq)]DS,(1λ)

rs dr,

(39)

where the first order triplet density matrices DS,(1λ)
rs = ∑i

∂DS
rs

∂λi
bi

become a one-index transformed density matrix for orbital trial vec-
tors (λ = o) and a transition density matrix for configuration trial
vectors (λ = c).7

D. The generalized Tamm-Dancoff
approximation—gTDA

The excitation energies in linear response theory are deter-
mined by formally identifying the poles in the frequency-dependent
linear response, also called the polarization propagator. This corre-
sponds to solving the generalized eigenvalue equation in Eq. (21).

The full model includes the coupling between the excitation
operators (relative to the reference state)—the resonant part of the
polarization propagator—and the de-excitation operators—the non-
resonant part of the polarization propagator. The Tamm-Dancoff
approximation48,49 (TDA) is defined as ignoring this coupling, that
is, only considering the resonant part of the polarization propagator.
For the single determinant case for which it was defined, in Hartree-
Fock or Kohn-Sham density functional theory (HF or KS-DFT),
operationally this simply corresponds to zeroing the B matrix (Δ is
always zero for HF and KS-DFT). As is well-known, for Hartree-
Fock, this corresponds to a CI singles (CIS) calculation of excitation
energies. The generalization of the Tamm-Dancoff approximation
for a multireference reference state in MCSCF or MC–srDFT lin-
ear response theory is obviously again only considering the resonant
part of the generalized polarization propagator, which again sim-
ply means zeroing the B and Δ matrices in Eq. (22). Analyzing the
definition of the A matrix for MCSCF/MC–srDFT shows that this
corresponds to the union of the CI space in the MCSCF and an inter-
nally contracted CIS: the CI space defined by all orbital excitation
operators [singlet (5) or triplet (6)] working on the reference state
with frozen CI coefficients.

We note that in parallel to our work, the gTDA model has
also been reported by Helmich-Paris, where it is designated MC-
TDA.50 This work focuses on a CASSCF wave function and is as such
encompassed as the limit μ =∞ in our implementation.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The developed MC–srDFT triplet response formalism has been

implemented in a development version of the DALTON2018 pro-
gram.51,52 The first and second derivatives of the implemented short-
range exchange-correlation energy density functionals with respect
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to the functional parameters were generated in analytical form
using Sympy.53 All HF–srDFT, CAS–srDFT, DFT, and CASSCF
calculations were carried out using this version of DALTON.
As short-range exchange-correlation functionals, we employed the
spin-dependent srLDA functional (with srVWN5 as correlation
functional) from Ref. 13 and the spin-dependent gradient-corrected
srPBE(GWS) functional (denoted as srPBE from here on) of Ref. 12.
The name of the latter reflects that it originates from the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional54 and was extended to the short-
range interaction by Goll et al.11,12 We introduce and test also the
srPBE0(GWS) functional (denoted srPBE0 from here on) which
employs the same range-separation as srPBE, but with 25% HF-
like exact exchange in the short-range part, analogous to the def-
inition of PBE0.55 The Kohn-Sham DFT calculations were per-
formed with the corresponding functionals: LDA,56–59 PBE,54 and
PBE0.55

For the CAS–srDFT and the CASSCF calculations, the active
spaces were chosen on the basis of MP2–srDFT and MP2 natu-
ral orbital occupations.60 The occupied active orbitals were chosen
at the point where the largest jump was observed in the occupied
MP2 natural orbital occupation number. One virtual space active
orbital was chosen for each occupied active orbital, and the vir-
tual space MP2 natural orbitals with the largest occupation num-
bers were picked. The selected CAS for all of the molecules can
be found in Tables III–VIII of the supplementary material. All
calculations were performed using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.61–64

The geometries of the considered molecules were all obtained from
either Silva-Junior et al.65 or Loos et al.66 (see Tables IX–XI of the
supplementary material for the molecule specific references). The
reference triplet excitations of Silva-Junior et al. were calculated for
small organic molecules with a mixture of CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ67 and

CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ extrapolated from CC3/TZVP.68 The reference
triplet excitations of Loos et al. were calculated for small molecules
with CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ.

Regarding the range-separation parameter, we use a value of
μ = 0.4, unless explicitly specified. We also briefly discuss the val-
ues obtained with different μ-values (all values are collected in the
supplementary material).

IV. RESULTS
First, the validity of the CAS–srDFT model with respect to

triplet excitations will be investigated by calculating the triplet exci-
tation energies for a series of 33 molecules and 111 triplet excitations
by comparing the results to benchmark CC3 calculations. Second,
the triplet excitation energies will be compared to the CASPT2 triplet
excitation energies from the work of Silva-Junior et al.65 Third, we
compare to the recently proposed evGW/cBSE model by Holzer
and Klopper,69 and finally, five molecules from the benchmark that
can be expected to show the largest effect from a multiconfigura-
tional wave function will be used as examples to show the effects of
increased static correlation.

A. Benchmark against CC3
To evaluate the performance of the CAS–srDFT model for

triplet excitations, a CC3 reference set of values were extracted from
the work of Silva-Junior et al.65 and Loos et al.66 All calculated CAS–
srDFT and reference CC3 triplet excitation energies can be found in
Sec. I of the supplementary material.

Figure 1 shows the error of the calculated triplet excitations of
CAS–srPBE (μ = 0.4 bohr−1) with respect to CC3, both with and

FIG. 1. Deviations of the triplet excita-
tions with respect to CC3 for the CAS–
srPBE μ = 0.4 bohr−1 method utilizing
the full E[2] and gTDA.
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without gTDA. The data are represented as a scatterplot and as a
histogram with an imposed Gaussian on top. It can immediately be
seen from the Gaussian distributions that CAS–srDFT using the full
E[2] underestimates the triplet excitation energies and that gTDA
provides a significant improvement. The latter is expected, since
using TDA with TD-DFT is known to increase the triplet excitation
energies by removing the detrimental effect of near-triplet insta-
bilities.70–72 The error distribution further becomes much narrower
when employing gTDA compared to the full E[2]. By inspecting the
scatter plot of the errors shown against the CC3 triplet excitation
energy, it can be seen that the main improvement of using gTDA is
found for the low excitation energies, especially for excitations below
3 eV. These low excitations will have numerically small values in
the A part of the Hessian, making them more susceptible to near-
triplet instabilities. This is consistent with the observation that the
main improvement of using gTDA is for low excitations. It has also
been shown by Peach et al.70,72 for triplet TD-DFT that low-lying
triplet excitations are more prone to near-triplet instabilities and are
improved the most by employing TDA. As shown in Fig. 1 (lower left
corner), the error in the calculated triplet excitations with gTDA is
not correlated with the magnitude of the excitation energies, unlike
the results with full E[2] (Fig. 1, upper left corner). Still, some excita-
tions are underestimated with more than 0.5 eV using CAS–srPBE
with gTDA. Investigating these excitations in detail reveals that they
are either the lowest totally symmetric excitation or an excitation
of 3Δ symmetry. One notes that srLDA provides better agreement
for these excitations, and this could be caused by cancellation of
errors for srLDA. However, this could also indicate that the spin-
dependence of (sr)PBE is not optimal for triplet properties. We plan
to implement other srDFT functionals in the future and investigate
this further.

On the other side, only one excitation is overestimated by more
than 0.3 eV when using CAS–srPBE(gTDA); the excitation to 3B2 in
pyridine is 7.29 eV from CC3 and 7.93 eV from CAS–srPBE(gTDA).
We note that the CAS–srPBE(gTDA) value is in better agreement
with CASPT2 results, and in Ref. 65, this excitation is calculated
using CASPT2 and is found to be 7.87 and 7.61 eV with TZVP and
aug-cc-pVTZ, respectively. Further comparison to CASPT2 is given
in Sec. IV B.

In order to compare the effects of srDFT functional and full
linear response vs gTDA closer, we have collected the mean absolute
deviations (MADs) and mean signed deviations (MSDs) with respect
to the benchmark set of CC3 calculations for various combinations
of wave functions and srDFT functionals in Fig. 2. It is obvious that
gTDA provides a significant improvement for all of the methods.
This is especially true for the HF–srDFT methods, which are very
similar to the DFT methods (LDA and PBE) when the full E[2] is
used. It can also be noted that the MAD in Fig. 2 is lower for both
HF–srDFT and CAS–srDFT than for the limiting cases, DFT (LDA,
PBE and PBE0) and CASSCF, except for HF–srPBE0 which gives
slightly worse results than PBE0 when using TDA. The improve-
ment compared to CASSCF is also found when employing a larger
CAS (see CASSCF‡ in Fig. 2) than the CAS used in the CAS–srDFT
calculation.

The effect of changing the μ-value between μ = 0 bohr−1 (pure
Kohn-Sham DFT) and μ =∞ bohrs−1 (pure wave function theory)
is shown in Figs. 1–3 of the supplementary material. Here, it can be
noted that the optimal μ-value (in terms of lowest MAD) is between
0.33 bohr−1 and 0.5 bohr−1, and this is consistent with the findings
of Hubert et al.35 looking at singlet excitation energies. When using
μ-values greater than 0.4 bohr−1, the full E[2] triplet excitations from
HF–srDFT become worse than the triplet excitations calculated with

FIG. 2. MAD (mean absolute deviation)
and MSD (mean signed deviation) for
the different (sr)DFT and CAS meth-
ods. All of the srDFT methods used
μ = 0.4 bohr−1. The darker colors indi-
cate that the Tamm-Dancoff approxima-
tion has been used. ⋆ indicates that the
CASSCF uses the same CAS as the
CAS–srDFT methods. ‡ indicates that
the CASSCF uses a CAS tuned for the
CASSCF.
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DFT (see Figs. 1 and 2 of the supplementary material). This dete-
rioration is to be expected because of the inherent (near-)triplet
instabilities in Hartree-Fock. Especially, the HF–srPBE0 using the
full E[2] deteriorates, which correlates well with the findings from
Peach et al.,71 showing that the near-triplet instability of TD-DFT
is highly affected by the amount of Hartree-Fock exchange included
when the full Hessian is used in the response equations. It can be
noted that the largest CAS (see μ =∞ bohrs−1) yields similar results
with and without gTDA. This can be understood from the obser-
vation that the largest CAS includes the lowest triplet excitations
primarily in the configuration space, for which always B = 0, and
thus, the CAS linear response is not so prone to near-triplet insta-
bilities. In the following, we only discuss the results obtained with
gTDA/TDA.

The choice of μ = 0.4 bohr−1 for the srDFT methods is found
to be a good choice for all three tested functionals (see Figs. 2 and 3
of the supplementary material). At μ = 0.4 bohr−1, the MADs for
the triplet excitations are found to be 0.22, 0.21, 0.27, 0.26, 0.31,
and 0.29 eV for HF–srLDA, CAS–srLDA, HF–srPBE, CAS–srPBE,
HF–srPBE0, and CAS–srPBE0, respectively, utilizing gTDA. It can
be seen that CAS–srLDA gives a lower MAD than CAS–srPBE. This
improvement is comparable to the difference between LDA and PBE
with MADs of 0.44 and 0.51 eV. For Kohn-Sham TD-DFT, the PBE0
model has been found to usually provide better excitation energies
than the PBE model, in agreement with that the MAD for PBE0 of
0.31 eV is noticeably better than those for LDA and PBE of 0.44 and
0.51 eV, respectively. We have therefore empirically tested if this also
would be the case for CAS–srPBE0 compared to CAS–srPBE. For
srPBE0, actually the value of the range-separation parameter that
gives the lowest MAD is closer to 0.33 bohr−1 than to 0.4 bohr−1 (see
Figs. 2 and 3 of the supplementary material). The MADs for HF–
srPBE0 and CAS–srPBE0 at μ = 0.33 bohr−1 employing gTDA are
0.28 and 0.24 eV, respectively, compared to the CAS–srPBE0 MAD
of 0.29 eV and the CAS–srPBE MAD of 0.26 eV at μ = 0.4 bohr−1.
We note that these MADs are very similar, and based on this test set,
there is thus no reason to use the more expensive srPBE0 functional
for triplet excitation energies of organic molecules. It is outside the
scope of this paper to investigate this further, but it will be inter-
esting to study more closely the inclusion of exact exchange in the
short-range part in future work.

Letting μ become closer to 0 bohr−1 will make the excitation
energies equal to TD-DFT. Similarly, letting μ become closer to
∞ bohrs−1 will make the excitation energies equal to CASSCF
linear response. It is therefore not surprising that the values of
μ = 0.1 bohr−1 and μ = 1.0 bohr−1 move toward the two extremes
(see Figs. 1–3 of the supplementary material). The very similar result
for both HF–srDFT and CAS–srDFT is in stark contrast to the pre-
vious study of singlet excitation energies for similar molecules,35

where the MAD for HF–srPBE was 0.50 eV compared to 0.25 eV for
CAS-srPBE. We believe that this is because low-lying double excita-
tions included in the configuration space are much more important
for singlet excitations than for triplet excitations. In Fig. 2, the mean
signed deviation (MSD) can also be seen with respect to the CC3
reference values. It can immediately be seen that only the CASSCF
(with gTDA) calculations have MSDs significantly above zero. The
DFT calculations show a rather larger systematic underestimation
of the triplet excitations with respect to CC3. The HF–srDFT and
CAS–srDFT generally improve this behavior, albeit they all (except

srPBE0) still underestimate the triplet excitation energies. When
considering both MAD and MSD, it should be noted that HF–srLDA
has the best overall performance for the small organic molecules in
the benchmark set.

B. Comparison to CASPT2
For CASPT2, a comprehensive set of 70 reference val-

ues for triplet excitation energies were obtained by Silva-Junior
et al.,65 employing multistate CASPT2 and aug-cc-pVTZ basis
set. In order to compare with these CASPT2 excitation energies,
MC-srDFT calculations were performed using the same geome-
tries from the work of Silva-Junior et al. The geometries of
ethene, cyclopropene, formaldehyde, and formamide are there-
fore different from those used in the previous comparison with
CC3.

Based on the analysis in Subsection IV A, six srDFT mod-
els with (g)TDA and μ = 0.4 bohr−1 were selected for comparison
with CASPT2. In Fig. 3, the MAD and MSD of these srDFT models
with respect to CC3 and CASPT2 can be seen. For these statisti-
cal quantities, the excitation 3 3A1 for pyridine has been excluded.
This excitation energy is calculated as 7.59 eV from CC3 and as
6.11 eV from CASPT2, and this can be compared to CAS–srPBE
using gTDA and μ = 0.4 bohr−1 giving an excitation energy of
7.73 eV. On the left-hand side of Fig. 3 can be seen, as expected,
that the CASPT2 results are in good agreement with the CC3 refer-
ence excitation energies with a MAD of 0.09 eV. The CAS–srDFT
model has MAD between 0.19 eV and 0.27 eV (for CAS–srLDA and
CAS–srPBE0, respectively). The CAS–srPBE method gives a value of
0.24 eV. These values are close to the values obtained in Sec. IV A.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 3, the comparison with CASPT2 can
be seen. The MADs when comparing MC–srDFT excitation ener-
gies with CASPT2 excitation energies are very similar to the MADs
when comparing with CC3 excitation energies. When comparing
CASPT2 with MC–srDFT, it should be noted that MC–srDFT can be
expected to be cheaper than CASPT2: calculation of CASPT2 excita-
tion energies requires an SA-CASSCF optimization with a CASPT2
on top for each desired state. In comparison, MC–srDFT excitation
energies have a computational cost corresponding to the sum of a
CASSCF linear response plus the cost of a TD-DFT linear response
calculation, as can be inferred from Eq. (25). Note also that the
needed active space usually will be smaller for MC–srDFT than for
the SA-CASSCF.

C. Comparison to evGW /cBSE
In order to compare CAS–srDFT and HF–srDFT with the

recent development of the evGW/cBSE approach by Holzer and
Klopper,69 we carried out a set of calculations, employing the same
structures as in Ref. 69. Thus, ethene, cyclopropene, and formalde-
hyde geometries are taken from the work of Silva-Junior et al.65

instead of from the work of Loos et al.66 The results are shown in
Table I.

For the aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, the srDFT results are better
than evGW/cBSE, with MADs between 0.18 and 0.24 eV compared
to 0.35 eV. It should be noted that due to underlying problems in the
GW/BSE approach, diffuse functions will deteriorate these results,
and with the def2-TZVP basis set, the MAD for GW/BSE is reduced
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the tested srDFT
models with CC3 and CASPT2 from
Ref. 65. The srDFT models use the (gen-
eralized) Tamm-Dancoff approximation
and μ = 0.4 bohr−1.

to 0.14 eV, 0.04–0.10 eV lower than the MADs of srDFT obtained
with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

D. Molecules with increased static correlation
To investigate the effects of CAS–srDFT in contrast to HF–

srDFT, molecules with increased static correlation have been
selected from our test set on the basis of the natural occupation
numbers from MP2–srPBE (μ = 0.4 bohr−1) calculations. The nat-
ural occupation threshold was chosen such that there is a clear
cut for which molecules should be included (see Fig. 6 of the
supplementary material). The five selected molecules are naphtha-
lene, all-E-octatetraene, s-tetrazine, benzene, and pyridine. Note that

TABLE I. Comparison of the tested srDFT models with the evGW /cBSE approach.
The srDFT models use the (generalized) Tamm-Dancoff approximation with
μ = 0.4 bohr−1.

Method MSD (eV) MAD (eV) Std. dev. (eV)

HF–srLDA 0.09 0.18 0.22
HF–srPBE 0.16 0.24 0.23
HF–srPBE0 0.13 0.29 0.31
CAS–srLDA 0.11 0.18 0.18
CAS–srPBE 0.19 0.24 0.20
CAS–srPBE0 0.08 0.24 0.26
evGW/cBSE 0.34 0.35 0.31
evGW/cBSEa 0.09 0.14 0.21

adef2-TZVP73,74 basis set has been used, and all the other calculations have used the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

these five molecules also show the greatest deviations from 2.0 for
the strongly occupied natural orbital occupations for μ = 1.0 and for
MP2 (μ =∞).

Table II shows the statistical data for the 36 excitations asso-
ciated with the selected molecules. Comparing the MADs shows
that the CAS–srDFT method is indeed a significant improvement
over the HF–srDFT method for this subset of excitations. Both HF–
srDFT and CAS–srDFT are located around an MSD of 0 eV. The
improvement of the CAS–srDFT for the molecules with increased
static correlation is mainly due to a lower spread of the error in the
excitation energies with respect to CC3. This is reflected in the stan-
dard deviations, ranging between 0.30 and 0.43 eV for HF–srDFT
and between 0.22 and 0.36 eV for CAS–srDFT. In comparison, the

TABLE II. Statistical results for the subset of the 36 triplet excitations from the
5 selected molecules of the benchmark set (using the TDA/gTDA model and
μ = 0.4 bohr−1 for srDFT).

Method MAD (eV) MSD (eV) Std. dev. (eV) RMSD (eV)

LDA 0.50 −0.42 0.48 0.65
HF–srLDA 0.22 −0.03 0.30 0.30
CAS–srLDA 0.17 0.00 0.22 0.22
PBE 0.51 −0.49 0.40 0.63
HF–srPBE 0.24 0.00 0.30 0.30
CAS–srPBE 0.18 −0.04 0.23 0.23
PBE0 0.24 −0.22 0.22 0.31
HF–srPBE0 0.34 0.11 0.42 0.43
CAS–srPBE0 0.29 0.12 0.34 0.36
CASSCF 0.71 0.54 0.84 1.00
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CASSCF excitation energies have an MAD of 0.71 eV. This large
MAD is mainly due to some excitations in pyridine and s-tetrazine
being more than 2 eV different from the CC3 reference values.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The derivation of triplet linear response based on singlet ref-

erence states for hybrid GGA functionals within the MC–srDFT
framework has been presented. The currently implemented srDFT
functionals srLDA, srPBE, and srPBE0 have been tested against a
benchmark set of CC3 singlet to triplet excitation energies for 33
different molecules, in total, 111 triplet excitation energies. Inves-
tigation of the optimal balance between long-range CASSCF and
short-range DFT for these triplet excitation energies showed that
the MAD is not very sensitive to chosen values of the range sep-
aration parameter μ between 0.33 bohr−1 and 0.5 bohr−1, as we
also observed previously for singlet excitations. We therefore stay
with our general recommendation of μ = 0.4 bohr−1 for MC–
srDFT. All the following conclusions are based on μ = 0.4 bohr−1

results.
It was found that the generalized Tamm-Dancoff approxima-

tion must be used for accurate triplet excitation energies using
srDFT, reducing MAD from 0.40 to 0.26 eV for CAS–srPBE and
from 0.29 to 0.21 eV for CAS–srLDA. Surprisingly, CAS–srLDA
with gTDA performs slightly better than CAS-srPBE with gTDA,
and the reason for this should be investigated as part of future work
on improved srDFT functionals. It is very satisfactory that the qual-
ity of the CAS–srPBE triplet excitation energies is very similar for
the whole range of studied excitation energies up to 10 eV, as shown
in Fig. 1.

All tested srDFT models provide a significant improvement
compared to the TD-DFT limit (LDA, PBE, and PBE0) and the
CASSCF linear response limit for this set of triplet excitations.
For the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set used here, the srDFT models pro-
duced triplet excitation energies with a quality better than that of
evGW/cBSE. The quality is also comparable to that of CC2 and
ADC(2) triplet excitation energies: Loos et al.66 reported MADs of
0.20 eV for CC2 and 0.19 eV for ADC(2). In comparison, the more
expensive CASPT2 method yields MAD of 0.09 eV compared to
CC3. For the five organic molecules with increased static correlation,
it was found that the CAS–srDFT models do provide an improve-
ment over HF–srDFT when calculating triplet excitation energies,
as expected, the MAD for srPBE decreasing from 0.24 eV to 0.18 eV,
with MSD close to zero. In contrast to the case for Kohn-Sham
TD-DFT, for which PBE0 performs better than PBE, the srPBE0
and srPBE functionals were found to perform very similarly. Based
on the benchmark results here, for organic molecules, the cheap-
est option for triplet excitation energies is HF–srLDA with TDA for
molecules without multiconfigurational character and CAS-srLDA
with gTDA for molecules with static correlation, both with μ = 0.4
bohr−1.

The singlet and triplet linear response for MC–srDFT is
planned to be released in the next major Dalton release.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for all calculated triplet excitation
energies, MAD and MSD barplots for different CAS and μ-values,

MP2 natural orbital occupation numbers for μ = {0.4, 1.0,∞}, tables
with statistical analysis for different CAS and μ-values, tables with
picked CAS for all the molecules, and tables with all the reference
CC3 triplet excitation energies.
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